
AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT GROUPMaximize Capacity. Differentiate and Excite. Create an Experience.

FLOWRIDER 
DOUBLE

1,800 ft2 (167m2)Footprint

Capacity

Throughput

Dispatch Time

Height/Weight 
Restrictions

Demographic Capture

Skill-Based Ridership

Per Cap Multiplier

National 
Brand Support 

Thrill Fatigue

Total Project Cost

2 person

240/hour

30 sec avg. *

42”/none

age 7+

yes 1

no 4

$1.5M

yes 2

yes 3

2 person

190/hour

38 sec avg. **

48”/300lbs

age 12+

no

no

no

yes

$1.5M

FLOWRIDER VS SLIDE

8,000 ft2 (744m2) 9,000 ft2 (837m2)

2 person

190/hour

38 sec avg. ***

42”/300lbs

age 12+

no

yes

$1.6M

no

no

DISPATCH TIME

* 30 second average controlled by attendant.

** 30 to 45 second average limited by load time in Skybox.

*** 30 to 45 second average limited by load time for double tubes and unloading in shut down lane.

FLOWRIDER ADVANTAGES

1 Encourages repeat visits to improve skills, translating to more time on property and season pass sales.

2 Proven success driving food & beverage sales in addition to promoting branded merchandise.

3 National FLOW Tour with professional flowboarding events and fan following.

4 New and exciting every time - rider controls the experience.

WHY SLIDE WHEN YOU CAN RIDE?

FLOWRIDER® BY ADG

TWO SKYBOX 
DROP SLIDES

ONE 
CONSTRICTOR SLIDE



P.O. Box 648
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047 
518.783.0038 #FLOWRIDER

For more on FlowRider® by ADG, visit AQUATICGROUP.COM/FLOWRIDER

When you work with ADG you get the complete picture on all aspects of your ride installation and 
operation. The unique appeal of the FlowRider attracts guests of all ages and is your proven pipeline 
to profits. Our expert designers and engineers work to customize every aspect of your project to fit your 
needs, taking you easily from ride concept to start-up like no other company in the industry.  

THERE’S MORE TO A RIDE THAN JUST FIBERGLASS 


